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Introduction
When I was just five years old, I accompanied my mother to volunteer prep days for
TreePeople’s Fruit Tree Program. TreePeople is a Los Angeles based non-profit organization that
uses environmental education, initiatives, and programs to engage with the greater community to
work towards the goal of a sustainable future for Los Angeles. The Fruit Tree Program is one of
TreePeople’s longest running programs of 29 years, which distributes free bare-root fruit trees to
economically disadvantaged communities as a source of fresh fruit and the other environmental
benefits that trees offer. My mother worked for TreePeople at the time as the Fruit Tree Program
Coordinator. I can recall very fond memories of running around the refrigerated trailer whose
sides were lined with rows of bare root fruit trees, helping to hand trees to the volunteers, singing
little songs. I remember the tree’s damp woody smell in the crisp winter morning air, and the
little fleece jacket I wore that perfectly matched my mother’s. I was her little helper, and adored
those days in January and February that I could go to work with her and play amongst the trees.
Nearly 12 years later, I re-engaged with the program, this time, working with my
community’s food bank in arranging my own fruit-tree distribution as fulfillment for my Girl
Scout Gold Award. Taking on a new role in the process, I organized volunteer prep days, and got
to personally hand 250 trees to the members of my community. Seeing the smiles and
appreciation of community members as they received a tree gave me a new outlook on the
potential of the program and my own ability to create change in my community.
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Photographs by Christyne Imhoff, 2008 - Kayla Imhoff hands out trees to community members at distribution site
(left). Kayla Imhoff at volunteer prep day for her distribution (right).

It was working on this project that inspired me to write the admissions essay that got me in to
Pitzer College. Furthermore, working with TreePeople and realizing the power of community
engagement in creating environmental change, really helped guide me in my course work and
fulfilling my major in the field group of Environmental Analysis.
When searching for a topic for my senior capstone project, serendipitously, the fruit tree
program found its way to me again. This time, it was in need of an evaluation to track its 29 year
history and the impacts it has left in the lives of the people it has reached. Having my own
personal connection and history with the program, carrying out this project seemed like the
perfect way to not only culminate my education in Environmental Analysis at Pitzer, but also a
way to give back and come full circle with the program that has played such an influential role in
my life.
In recent years the nature of non-profit funding has changed. Whereas donors once gave
for the sake of giving, there is now a desire to see the concrete results of donated funds. It is for
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this reason that the Fruit Tree Program requires a clearer evaluation of its impacts in order to
justify further funding. Until recently, the program was given less attention than TreePeople’s
other programs. However, it is one of their longest running programs and has made valuable
impacts in the communities and lives of the people it has served. This year, TreePeople
celebrates it 40th anniversary as an organization. In this time of reflection, it is important to look
back and re-evaluate their many programs. Because the Fruit Tree Program in particular lacked
any consistent documentation and evaluation, there was a significant need to quantify its
progress. Therefore, I conducted an analysis to track the Fruit Tree Program’s comprehensive
history and collect evidence in order to support the outcomes of the program’s goals in bringing
fruit trees to communities in Los Angeles. The information I have collected and evaluated will
hopefully become a reference for TreePeople of the Fruit Tree Program’s history and
background, and help to ensure its future sustainability.
Methodology
Due to gaps in data collection over the past 29 years, and the large number of people and
communities who have received fruit trees from TreePeople, I have chosen three communities –
Pacoima, Inglewood, and Wilmington – for the ‘Impacts’ section of this research. My utilization
of these communities involved analyzing archival data pertaining to these sites, as well as
interviewing the coordinators (past and present) of the program. These particular communities
were selected because they represent the three sites with the strongest and/or longest lasting
relationship with TreePeople and the Fruit Tree Program. Focusing on these communities
allowed me to work with influential community leaders who had a pre-existing relationship with
TreePeople and who were also able to connect me with members of their community.
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Additionally, because these specific areas have a deeper and more consistent history with the
Fruit Tree Program, the effects of the program within the communities are more pronounced and
traceable, allowing me to better analyze its impacts. Moreover, because these three communities
stood out among others as having the strongest connection to the Fruit Tree Program, they best
exhibit the areas where the Fruit Tree Program has had the most success.
Research for this report was conducted through archival research, personal and telephone
interviews, participant observation, and literature review. For historical background, each of the
six ‘Fruit Tree Coordinators’ were interviewed. To gain a better understanding of the
communities perspectives on the program, I interviewed the key community leader from each of
the three areas who has or had been organizing the distributions. Additionally, I went into each
community and interviewed any fruit tree recipients that I could interact with. The majority live
in Inglewood or Wilmington. Due to time constraints and communication setbacks, I was not
able to get direct accounts from recipients in Pacoima. Although questions to my consultants
varied depending on the person being interviewed, three general sets of questions were followed.
These questions are listed in Appendix A.
I conducted participant research by attending the Annual Fruit Tree Festival in Pacoima,
where I was able to observe and interact with the community receiving the trees. I gained a first
hand experience of how a typical Fruit Tree Festival is set up and witnessed the thousands of
people in attendance who came to receive a tree and participate in planting and care workshops. I
also participated in a ‘3rd Saturday’ class in Inglewood where I was able to experience an
example of continued interaction between TreePeople and the community as an effect of the
Fruit Tree Program.
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Additionally, I visited a sampling of five sites where Fruit Tree Program trees had been

planted in the years of 1994-1998. The purpose of this was to see if any trees had survived in
public or semi-public areas and how they were doing 15 or more years since being planted.
While this ended up not being a primary feature of my analysis, it was valuable in forming an
understanding and critique of the program’s past. By surveying known and easily accessible
trees, I could form general conclusions about the survival potential of residential trees from that
time period.
Overview
I begin the following sections by discussing TreePeople as a non-profit organization and
what led to the beginning of the Fruit Tree Program. I will then outline the program’s 29 year
history through the progressive changes that were made under the leadership of the six people
who ran the program from 1984-2010. I will continue on to describe the shift that happened in
2010 that led to the current design of the program and the strategic vision it represents. I will
give a detailed presentation of the current program touching upon the past issues it has addressed
and what goals it currently hopes to achieve. The following sections will illustrate each
community’s experiences and stories of the Fruit Tree Program from the accounts of the people I
spoke with. I will then, drawing on the information detailed in the interviews, analyze and
present the impacts that the Fruit Tree Program has had within those communities. Finally, I will
conclude with discussion on the sustainability of the program with recommendations for the
future.
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Chapter 1: The history of TreePeople and the Fruit Tree Program
Who is TreePeople?
TreePeople is a Los Angeles based private, non-profit organization that runs programs
and initiatives that unite trees and people in working towards a sustainable future for Los
Angeles. TreePeople was founded in 1973 by Andy Lipkis, a 15 year old with a vision to restore
the smog damaged forests of the San Bernardino Mountains. His vision turned into action and an
organization that has since planted millions of trees throughout the Los Angeles area, engaging
with and empowering communities to “help nature heal our cities.”1
TreePeople achieves its goals through its many programs that have become models of
success in environmental education, citizen forestry and sustainable solutions to urban ecosystem
problems. Their environmental education programs introduce students to the natural environment
and educate them about “the forest in their city” and ways to support and care for that urban
forest. Their citizen forestry programs engage, train and support citizens to become leaders in
their communities and effectively plant and care for trees in their homes, city streets, and parks.
Additionally, TreePeople works with private and governmental agencies of Los Angeles to
advocate for policy change and development of new programs to address the problems within the
urban ecosystem of Los Angeles.
In recent years, TreePeople has revised its guiding framework and strategic vision. Their
primary aim is to catalyze urban environmental change to ensure a safe, secure, and healthy
future for Los Angeles by focusing their efforts to promote a healthy urban forest, a secure water
supply, and green schools. While many of TreePeople’s programs have achieved successful

1

“Who We Are.” TreePeople, Accessed March 2013. http://www.treepeople.org/who-we-are.
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outcomes in these areas, their goal is to have region-wide success across Los Angeles. To assist
in reaching this goal, they have taken on a strategy that incorporates sustainable solutions,
effective communications, strong partnerships, and key policy changes.
Early History of the Fruit Tree Program
Among TreePeople’s many programs, the Fruit Tree Program has a unique history in its
development and role as a program within TreePeople’s mission. Unlike most of TreePeople’s
existing programs, where a need was recognized and a program was developed to address that
need, the Fruit Tree Program was created out of an opportunity to distribute trees which were
otherwise being disposed of.
In early 1984, nearing the end of their Million Trees Campaign to plant 1 million trees
in Los Angeles before the 1984 Olympic Games, TreePeople staff learned of an interesting
opportunity. Commercial nurseries in California’s Central Valley which grew young, grafted,
bare-root fruit trees for wholesale, were burning surplus trees that could not be sold by the end of
the growing season. As a young organization, desperately seeking new and creative ways to meet
their goals, TreePeople approached these nurseries about donating their surplus fruit trees. The
growers agreed, and almost 26,000 fruit trees were donated that year. Working out of a
refrigerated warehouse in downtown Los Angeles, volunteers pruned and prepped the trees
which were distributed to food banks, churches, schools, and low income families throughout
Los Angeles, as well as Indian reservations in Southern California. 2 This first year built the base
upon which the program has grown, continuing to engage with communities in Los Angeles for
the past 29 years.

2

TreePeople (Firm). The Simple Act of Planting a Tree: a Citizen Forester’s Guide to Healing Your Neighborhood,
Your City, and Your World. 1st ed. Los Angeles  : [S.l.]: J.P. Tarcher  ; Distributed by St. Martin’s Press, 1990.
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Another notable branch of the Fruit Tree Program was it’s Fruit Trees for Africa project.

In 1986, in response to the famine in Africa, TreePeople engaged in a demonstration project that
airlifted 5,000 fruit trees to select villages in Ethiopia, Tanzania, Cameroun and Kenya.

Photographs from TreePeople archives, 1986 - Fruit Trees for Africa project.

Partnering with the airline Pan Am, two TreePeople volunteers spent several months working
within these villages to provide education and preparation in order to establish community
orchards and assistance in selling their produce. A follow up visit two years later revealed that
the trees had an 80% survival rate, and that one village in Ethiopia had propagated an additional
2,000 apple trees which were sold to a neighboring village. Due to funding and organizational
constraints, the program was not continued, however, it remains an important part of
TreePeople’s history and the history of the Fruit Tree Program. 3

3

“Twelve Years of Harvests: The Fruit Tree Report.” TreePeople, n.d.
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Fruit Tree Coordinators: 1984-2010

Image prepared by author, photographs by Kate Hahn (lower), David Cassell (right). Photograph (left) retrieved
from TreePeople archives - Timeline of Fruit Tree Program with program coordinators.

The Fruit Tree Program’s history from 1984-2010 can be broken up into a timeline that
spans the leadership of six TreePeople volunteers and staff members that ran the program as
Fruit Tree Program Coordinators. Each coordinator contributed significant achievements to the
advancement and improvement of the program, which followed the change and growth of the
organization as a whole.
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a. Karen Kunstler - 1984-19924
Karen Kunstler first got involved volunteering for TreePeople as a docent at TreePeople’s
headquarters, giving Sunday tours. She also occasionally participated in tree plantings, and she
recalls that it was at an event at the Los Angeles Zoo, planting eucalyptus trees for the Koalas,
that she first approached Andy Lipkis saying, “with all the hungry people in the world, we are
planting food for Koala bears that shouldn’t even be here.” It was from this conversation with
Andy that she first learned of the potential source of free fruit trees and decided to become
involved with the project.5
In 1984, working with Andy, TreePeople staff members, and volunteers, Karen was part
of the original team that secured the first fruit trees for distribution. Different members of this
team helped arrange the donation and transportation of the trees, donations of resources to store
and prep the trees, and identifying actual sites and recipients to receive the trees. Karen shared
that she would spend her lunch breaks at work with a stack of coins and a phone book in a phone
booth, calling up churches and community organizations to see if they would like to participate
in the program. The actual distributions of the trees would involve organized days where
volunteers would come out to a refrigerated warehouse in Downtown Los Angeles.

It should be noted that in speaking with Karen, I discovered that she was not the sole coordinator of the program.
However, she was a lead volunteer and for the purposes of this research, acted as my key informant for this portion
of the program’s history.
4

Kunstler, Karen. Interview by author. Phone call. April 30, 2013.
All information in this section was obtained through the above interview.
5
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Photographs from TreePeople archives, 1984 - Refrigerated warehouse (left), Volunteer holds up prepped tree and
donated plastic bags (right).

At the warehouse, which served as a storage site, volunteers would prepare the trees, which were
then either delivered to or picked up by the receiving organizations.
Karen noted that in these early years of the program, the work they were doing was done
by “trial and guesswork,” learning and improvising as they went along. This contributes to the
lack of information and varying recollections of this time among the informants I spoke with.
However, this important time from 1984-1992 laid the ground work for Marian Peck, who took a
special interest in the program and began working as the sole coordinator in 1993.
b. Marian Peck - 1993-1994
Marian Peck first got involved with TreePeople after founder Andy Lipkis came and
spoke to her daughter’s Jr. High School class about planting trees in the mountains. Since then,
she had always had it in her mind that TreePeople would be a great organization to be involved
with, and years later, she became a TreePeople volunteer. It was at the monthly volunteer
meetings that she first heard of the Fruit Tree Program.6

Peck, Marian. Interview by author. Phone call. March 30, 2013.
All information in this section was obtained through the above interview.
6
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Marian approached Andy and asked to take charge of the program. After contacting the

growers that had donated trees in the past and getting them to agree to contribute again, Marian
contacted organizations in South Los Angeles to ask if they were interested in receiving trees. As
a volunteer, Marian personally visited each organization to inquire about how many trees they
thought they could use, and to ensure that the organizations could care for the trees they
received.
The actual distribution and handling of the trees under Marian’s leadership, was similar to
the previous years of the program. TreePeople volunteers prepared the trees and would then
deliver them to the groups and organizations that had committed to receiving them. At this point,
all trees were given out with an instruction sheet (in both english and spanish) on how to
properly plant a fruit tree. Marian did her best to attend and visit sites that were planting trees
along with distributing them, in order to give additional guidance and support.
For two years Marian ran the program during the bare-root fruit tree season. Throughout
the rest of the year she would arrange times to follow up with community members who received
trees, so that she could see how they were doing and remind them that somebody cared. She
recalls receiving phone calls from excited recipients about getting their first fruit or asking about
what to do for specific problems. Although her personal dedication was valued, in 1995 in efforts
to expand and solidify the program, a TreePeople staff member was hired to continue with
running the program.
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c. Christyne Imhoff 1995-1996

Photograph by Kate Hahn, 1996 - Christyne Imhoff planting trees with youth group at Ramona Gardens Housing
Project.

Christyne Imhoff began working with TreePeople in the fall of 1980 as a college intern
doing environmental education work, leading educational ‘Eco-tours’ of school children around
TreePeople’s headquarters at Coldwater Canyon Park. In 1981, Christyne was hired by
TreePeople full time, and within a few years went on to establish and manage the Environmental
Education Department. It was during this time, as part of TreePeople’s 1984 Million Tree
campaign, that Christyne worked with the team that secured the very first bare root fruit trees,
and helped organize the first year of distributions. After the ’84 Million Tree Goal was achieved,
Christyne left TreePeople on a year-long honeymoon. Upon returning, she remained involved
with TreePeople as a volunteer and paid consultant on special projects and educational programs.
In 1995, following Marian Peck as coordinator, Christyne took over running the Fruit Tree
Program as the first paid staff member, for the 1995 and 1996 distribution seasons.7

Imhoff, Christyne. Interview by author. Phone call. April 27, 2013.
All information in this section was obtained through the above interview.
7
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In the two years Christyne ran the program, she played an interactive role as coordinator.

Apart from reaching out to as many organizations and schools as possible to distribute the trees,
Christyne also made it a goal to ensure that each receiving group had a leader that was trained in
how to plant the trees properly in order to give planting demonstrations. If this was not possible,
she would personally attend the distributions to give the demonstrations herself. During her time
she founded important relationships with organizations such as Pacoima Beautiful who works
with TreePeople and the Fruit Tree Program to this day. However, one of the largest
organizational contributions that Christyne made to the program was a change in the storage
method of the fruit trees.
Because the fruit trees are bare-root, they must be kept cool and out of sunlight to remain
in a dormant state while they are out of the ground. Prior to 1995, the trees were kept in a
refrigerated warehouse, first in Downtown Los Angeles and then Burbank, where they were
prepped and distributed. Christyne recalls that it was inefficient to have to store the trees in a
refrigerated warehouse away from TreePeople, making it hard for volunteers to help in the
preparation. She investigated other options and made the switch to using a refrigerated trailer
housed at TreePeople. This made it easier for herself and volunteers to prepare the trees, and
allowed for more staff engagement. It also allowed the program to have more visibility. A large
refrigerated truck with a Fruit Tree Program banner and volunteers actively involved in prepping
the trees was a great visual advertisement for the program.
After 1996, Christyne became too committed with other TreePeople assignments to
continue running the program. The Fruit Tree Program was then passed along to Carlos Sanchez
who ran the program from 1997-1998. I was not able to get in touch with Carlos who has not
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been involved with TreePeople in any way since running the program. Because of this, I was not
able to gather much information about Carlos’ time with the Fruit Tree Program. However, from
the accounts of Christyne, and fellow program coordinators, Gabrielle Newmark, and Linda
Eremita, it was commonly agreed that there had been issues and disappointment in Carlos’
management of the program. Therefore, with the guidance of Christyne, the program was passed
on to Gabrielle in 1999.
e. Gabrielle Newmark 1999-2001

Photograph by Leslie Mylius, 1999 - Gabrielle Newmark with Fruit Tree Program volunteers.

Gabrielle Newmark had first heard about TreePeople when her 3rd grade class visited
their headquarters for an Eco-tour. Years later as a college student studying landscape
architecture, Gabrielle volunteered to fulfill internship hours. However, it was not until she was
out of college and working with the organization Pacoima Beautiful, that she started doing part
time consultant jobs with TreePeople which eventually encompassed working on the Fruit Tree
Program in 1999.8

Newmark, Gabrielle. Interview by author. Phone call. April 6, 2013.
All information in this section was obtained through the above interview.
8
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Gabrielle ran the program under the same model that Christyne had used. By this time,

recruiting organizations was easier since there was a strong base of previous recipients that reapplied each year. This meant less planting demonstrations were needed for group leaders, since
they had already been through the process in prior years. Gabrielle also noted that there were
some years that there would be too many applicants and those that were late in applying were
placed on a wait list to be contacted the next season.
From working with prior recipients, Gabrielle was able to personally inquire about the
success rate of the trees. However, she realized this needed to be done on a larger scale and
therefore made efforts to suggest and coordinate an evaluation system to track the trees progress.
Gabrielle started the work by compiling a spreadsheet of willing organizations that were
identified as good candidates for follow-up. She intended for an intern to carry out the
evaluations and put together a report on the general health of the trees; however this plan was
never carried-out. After three seasons, Gabrielle left working with TreePeople in 2001 and the
role of coordinator was transferred to TreePeople’s Nursery Manger, Linda Eremita.
f. Linda Eremita 2002-2003
Having recently moved back to Los Angeles from working for a similar organization in
Seattle, Linda Eremita started working for TreePeople in 1998 as the Volunteer Coordinator. Her
educational background however, was in agriculture, pest management and horticulture, so when
the Nursery Manager at the time was leaving, she asked to be moved to that position, which
encompassed working with the Fruit Tree Program. Under the leadership of Linda, the Fruit Tree
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Program underwent key changes that aided in the improvement and efficiency of the program,
both logistically and in a way that better suited the communities being served.9
The first of these changes was reevaluating the types of trees being given away. Although
the program had switched to purchasing the trees, they were bought at a great discount and
TreePeople typically only received trees that the growers had in surplus. Linda realized that the
specific cultivars they would get weren't always the best suited for the Southern California
climate. Because specific varieties have certain growth specifications with known adaptabilities,
having less suited varieties could mean more disease and environmental stress for the trees,
affecting their ability to bear fruit.
Linda contacted Dave Wilson Nursery, the largest grower of fruit trees in California, and
told them about the program. The nursery loved the idea of the program, and signed on to
become the sole supplier of the bare-root fruit trees for the Fruit Tree Program. Working with
Dave Wilson Nursery, TreePeople was able to choose the best adapted varieties of fruit trees, and
because they were ordering thousands of trees at a time, they received a discounted price.
TreePeople works with Dave Wilson Nursery to this day, and because of their long relationship
the nursery gives them free trees from time to time.
When Linda came on to the program, there were certain groups who would get their trees
delivered to them. So, the second major change to happen under Linda, was a shift from
TreePeople volunteers prepping and delivering the trees to some of the community groups, to all
of the community groups themselves coming up to TreePeople headquarters to prep and receive
their trees. While there was initial resistance to this method, it saved time and resources to have

Eremita, Linda. Interview by author. Digital recording. February 20, 2013.
All information in this section was obtained through the above interview.
9
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the groups come directly to collect their trees. Linda recalls encounters with the groups of
volunteers:
This group of 20 people or so that would come and it would be like a party. They would
have potluck and they would bring enchiladas and food, hot food. It was so special and
everything was a party, and important, and something to celebrate. So it was definitely
an impact, I could see it, how excited they would get. They were excited because they
knew that they were helping out their community.
This type of change stepped up the level of engagement with the groups, since they now had to
gather their own volunteers and put in their own time and commitment to receive the trees.
The last of the major changes that Linda made was narrowing the pool of organizations
that were eligible to receive the trees. Previously, any community group could apply and receive
trees, although the program had been directed at low income, disadvantaged communities. This
included groups like the Beverly Hills Garden Club, who arguably had less need, but had been
receiving free trees. Linda closely evaluated the groups who applied and limited the focus of the
program to schools, community gardens, and groups from underserved communities.
g. Steve Hofvendahl 2004-Present
Steve Hofvendahl got involved with TreePeople as a volunteer during the 2003
distribution season, offering his expertise as a California Master Gardener. Because of his master
gardener status and particular interest in fruit trees, the Fruit Tree Program was a perfect fit for
Steve, who signed on as Nursery Manager for TreePeople in February, 2003. Working on the
Fruit Tree Program for 10 years now, Steve has seen and facilitated many important changes, as
well as played a key role in the expansion and development of the program in its present
model.10
Hofvendahl, Steve. Interview by author. Digital recording. February 20, 2013.
All information in this section was obtained through the above interview.
10
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One important change that Steve recalled, was the modification of the method of storage

for the fruit trees. From 1995 until 2006, a refrigerated trailer was being used to keep the trees
cool and dormant until they could be prepped for distribution by volunteers. The trailer was a
costly expense, not only to rent, but it also required electrical plug-in and 24 hour electricity use.
This made it vulnerable to power availability. This was illustrated by the account of coordinator
Linda, who recalled a hot day when she was running the program that the power went out:
I remember one time the electricity went out up here because there was a storm or
something, and there happened to be a board meeting up here, and I thought, oh my god,
we're gonna lose these trees, because they’re gonna start getting moldy. It was one of
those really hot days [for winter] and it was getting really hot in the trailer. When there is
moisture and heat, you get fungus, and I thought these trees are gonna die. They're all
gonna get infected with a root fungus and were gonna lose all these trees. So the board
was here and I had a volunteer I knew who owned an ice company, came with a truck full
of ice in bags. And with the board members we made a fire line. They all lined up and we
were passing off bags of ice, person to person to open up and throw on the roots of the
trees to get them cold in there.
Using the trailer was a hassle that had the potential to spoil thousands of trees. Adopting a
method used by nurseries, Steve implemented the method of “heeling” in the trees, which
involves covering the bare-roots with moistened saw dust and keeping the trees shaded and wet.
This method not only eliminated the need for the trailer, but also allowed for multiple regional
prep sites around Los Angeles. This method brought the trees closer to the communities. Not
only would community members have less of a distance to travel, but having the regional sites
also gave TreePeople and the Fruit Tree Program a greater visibility in those regions.
Additionally, during Steve’s time as coordinator, email became the streamlined mode of
communication. This made outreach and correspondence easier; however there were still slight
issues in communication that hindered the accessibility of the program. Trees were ordered in
June to accommodate the January and February distributions, and by fall, application brochures
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were mailed out inviting community groups to participate. This timing was challenging for
groups because it took them a long time to organize for a January or February event. Since many
of the groups were volunteer-based, it was hard for them to plan that far in advance. Steve recalls
that there were times when groups would contact him too late and there would be no trees left. It
was situations like this along with a lack of consistency in its organization, that led to a change in
the program.
Evidence of past challenges
From the first year in 1984, to its redesign in 2010, the program followed a model where
partnering community organizations played an intermediary role between TreePeople and the
actual communities that were receiving trees. TreePeople would distribute the trees to the
organizations who would then further distribute individual trees to their community members.
Although this system varied from coordinator to coordinator, there was generally little
interaction between TreePeople and the actual communities. Once the two month season was
over, there was little follow up done to see how those communities and trees were doing. This
led to significant gaps in the effectiveness of the program.
Because the program was founded upon the need to distribute extra trees, rather than a
need specifically for fruit trees by the community, an integrated strategy was fundamentally
absent from its execution. Though there were many changes and improvements made over the
years, the key elements that remained missing from the Fruit Tree Program were community
engagement and follow-up. Because TreePeople played a passive role in the program, they
missed the opportunity to develop strong relationships and connections in the communities.
Outcomes of this included unknown survival/production rates for the trees since there was no
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continued support available for care advice and no consistent follow up. This lack of follow up
resulted in a loss of momentum for continued community development surrounding urban
environmental issues and civic engagement.
Additionally, since the program was seasonal and took place in a short time span, it was
given less attention than some of TreePeople’s other programing. This resulted in poor
documentation of participants and in turn has made past impacts of the program difficult to track
and evaluate. This however, can be attributed to multiple factors including lack of staff support,
which left the individual coordinators to act independently in coordinating with the many
organizations who would apply and receive trees. In short, even if a more strategic or engaging
version of the program had been envisioned, there was simply too much work being placed on
one person for it to be successfully executed.
Although some documentation of individual recipients from 1984-2010 exist, most are
handwritten, and I was not confident that phone numbers and addresses had not changed.
Therefore, I chose a small sampling of semi-public sites where fruit trees from the Fruit Tree
Program had been planted. I decided to follow up on these trees as a comparison to how other
trees received from that time might be doing. The detailed accounts from these visits along with
photographs can be found in Appendix B. The general sense given from visiting these sites, was
that if the trees had survived, they were not being actively cared for, and any fruit being
produced was appreciated by the community but not relied upon. These findings could be a result
of their semi-public locations and lack of individual care. However, the trees that had survived,
with the exception of one site where the entire area had been neglected, looked relatively healthy
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and strong. It can be deduced that there are likely many surviving and fruit-producing trees from
the previous years of the program. However, their care and actual fruit production may vary.
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Chapter 2: The Fruit Tree Program Today
The previously stated challenges and discrepancies signaled a need for change when
TreePeople embarked on a vision of greater integration between its departments in 2010.
TreePeople wanted to ensure that their programs and services were being seen in the community
as a package rather than separate resources. As the Director of the Forestry Department, which
oversees TreePeople’s forestry programs, Julie Prejean worked with Fruit Tree Program
coordinator Steve Hofvendahl and the regional managers within forestry, to devise a new and
engaging way to utilize the Fruit Tree Program to its fullest potential. Integrating past
shortcomings with future goals, a new Fruit Tree Program was developed.
Fruit Tree Festivals
The Fruit Tree Program had previously allowed any community groups from areas with
demonstrated need to apply and participate in the program. As part of the new strategic planning,
specific regions were chosen to host single large events, or fruit tree festivals, to distribute the
trees. These regions were chosen because they had been identified as ‘bright spots,’—“successful
efforts worth emulating,” a term coined by Chip and Dan Heath in their book Switch: How to
Change Things When Change is Hard. 11 TreePeople uses this in the context of their programing,
by finding and partnering with community organizations that are already making successful
efforts in their neighborhoods. They take the bright spots and attempt to make them brighter by
saturating those zones with TreePeople programing and support. Once they have been
successfully saturated, TreePeople spreads out and widens the zones.

11

Heath, Chip. Switch: How to Change Things When Change Is Hard. Large print ed. Waterville, Me: Thorndike
Press, 2011.
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The current bright spots they are working in include the Northeast San Fernando Valley,

South Los Angeles, Inglewood, and Compton. All of these areas are economically and
environmentally disadvantaged. They also share the characteristic of having strong community
organizations where positive and successful engagement is starting to emerge. The TreePeople
Forestry Department regional managers have been able to approach these community leaders and
work with them to see if TreePeople can help them achieve the goals they are already trying to
accomplish, while at the same time fulfilling TreePeople’s mission. The fruit tree festivals have
begun to allow the Fruit Tree Program to act as a touchstone for the region’s continued
engagement with TreePeople resources.

Photograph by David Cassell, Feb. 2013 - Community member receives a nectarine tree at the North East San
Fernando Valley Fruit Tree Festival.

Regional managers already working within these communities work with their
community partners to support them in organizing the fruit tree festivals. It is the community
partners that sign up to be recipients and do the community outreach to their constituents, then
those constituents all come to one big festival to receive their trees. Festivals are advertised for
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months, and participants are required to register in advance to receive a coupon which they
exchange for a tree on the day of the festival. These festivals are now the sole venue for
distributing the trees and also provide a space to offer fruit tree planting and care classes, as well
as additional booths or activities that the community partners want to arrange. For example, at
the festival I attended in the Northeast San Fernando Valley, there were informational booths
from various regional organizations, as well as a farmers market from the community garden on
site, and local craft and food vendors. In Inglewood, hourly cooking and gardening classes, kids
activities and jumpers, and nutrition workshops, are available along with the distribution and
planting/care classes that TreePeople offers.

Photograph by David Cassell, Feb. 2013 - TreePeople staff member gives a care and planting workshop to
recipients at the Inglewood Fruit Tree Festival.

From TreePeople’s perspective, this strategy of festivals is used to create excitement and
education. This model ensures that the trees get planted correctly, so that they produce fruit and
receive continued care for their lifetime. Additionally, for many community members, this is
their first interaction with TreePeople. The festival environment gives TreePeople the
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opportunity to show a strong example of what they as an organization can offer. For a couple of
years before the festivals, they offered fruit tree care workshops in some of the communities, but
there was not much participation. By offering the classes with the distributions, TreePeople is not
only able to ensure that the trees are planted correctly, but it also shows the community the level
of commitment TreePeople has with their programs. Creating an exciting and powerful
experience is an important part of ensuring community members leave with a positive
impression of TreePeople so that they take advantage of TreePeople’s many other resources in
the future.

Photographs by David Cassell, Jan. 2013 - Family receives a fruit tree (left). Bags of free locally grown produce
from Social Justice Learning Institute’s CSA program (right). Taken at the Inglewood Fruit Tree Festival.

The festivals also play an important role for the community partner organization’s goals.
The partners can utilize the incentive of fruit trees, as well as the publicity and resources that
TreePeople has access to, as a well established organization. In this way, the Fruit Tree Program
is an effective tool for the partners in getting their constituents out into the community. Once
they are participating, they are more likely to engage further. For example, in Inglewood,
partnering organization Social Justice Learning Institute, sees the event as an opportunity to
bring the community together in one place. This allows them to reach a larger audience to
educate people about how they can play a part in Inglewood becoming a healthy and sustainable
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city. As Derek Steele, the Civic Engagement Programs Director for Social Justice Learning
Institute noted, once people get their tree and take their planting and care classes, they want to
take the rest of the classes too, and as a result they learn about all the things they can easily do to
engage in “re-opening the doors” in their community.12
Public orchards and fruit crews
An emerging feature of the Fruit Tree Program is the public orchards program. This
program is a year-round component run by Steve Hofvendahl, that is meant to continue the work
with fruit trees in schools and public spaces as a means of food production and education. As a
Master Gardener using his expertise in horticulture, Steve offers the support and resources
needed for school and community groups to start small scale public orchards.
One of the major motivations that led to the program’s development was that the
coordinators would often see small community leaders who would get 6 or 7 trees at a
distribution event and try to plant them on a site to serve as an orchard. Steve knew that it takes
a greater understanding of fruit trees to set up a successful orchard. If they are set up and cared
for incorrectly, (for example, by planting the trees too close together) there will be a greater risk
for mortality and other challenges. When this happens, volunteers can loose momentum and
encouragement. Seeing this issue, the public orchard program is undertaken as an educational
project. With the public orchards, a greater focus is put on fruit production and efficiency, more
than with trees being planted individually in peoples homes. This is so that the greatest amount
of fruit can be harvested for the community's needs, and the more the fruit, the greater amount of
people the orchard can serve. Because independent orchards are commonly established to serve

12

Steele, Derek. Interview by author. Digital recording. March 13, 2013.
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the purpose of production, having guidance and assistance can help in the establishment of
successful orchards. This project was set up to be able to provide that support and educational
opportunities for groups in the design, implementation, and maintenance of community orchards.

Photograph from TreePeople archives, 2012 - Public orchard at Grant High School.

These public orchards not only provide a supply of fruit to the community, but also serve
as venues for education surrounding the fruit trees that TreePeople distributes. Because fruit trees
are so specific in their planting and maintenance, having public access sites where
demonstrations and workshops can be held is very important to the long term sustainability of
the trees that are given out through the Fruit Tree Program. Community members can come to
these sites to see examples of different horticultural techniques, such as espalier, and different
types of pruning. With continued engagement and support around the trees, the tree owners are
more likely to continue to actively participate in the care of their tree.
Additionally, the public orchards provide training grounds for the ‘fruit crews.’ The fruit
crews are teams made up of TreePeople volunteers who are trained to be experts in fruit tree
planting and care. These fruit crew volunteers then go out to the various orchards to maintain
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them, as well as offer up assistance and support to community members with questions about
their trees. This is an essential part of the program’s over all sustainability, because it helps to
assure both continued follow up and support for the trees so that TreePeople is better able to
track and ensure that the trees are reaching their fullest potential in benefits.

Photo from TreePeople archives, 2012 - Steve Hofvendahl teaches fruit tree planting and care workshop at Grant
High School Public Orchard.

The program is still in its developmental stages, but there are already 17 orchards planted
and maintained through the public orchards program. Looking to the future, there are many
questions left to be answered, such as how the fruit will be shared, and what other community
services can the orchards provide. The answers to these questions will be addressed as the
program becomes more consistent and established, and any impacts start to emerge. Although it
is outside the research for this project, as the program continues to evolve, there are many
opportunities to learn from other similar and successful programs around the nation that focus on
public fruit.
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Chapter 3: Community Profiles
!

As previously described, to analyze the impacts the Fruit Tree Program has made over the

past 29 years, I chose to focus on the three distinct communities of Pacoima, Inglewood, and
Wilmington. Each of these communities represent low-income populations that face unique
environmental and social justice concerns that have made them fitting candidates to receive fruit
trees through the Fruit Tree Program. To assess these impacts, I spoke with a community leader
from each of these areas that worked with TreePeople at the start of their communities’
involvement with the Fruit Tree Program. I also spoke formally with community recipients from
the areas of Inglewood and Wilmington. The following are the accounts of our interviews:

http://maps.google.com/ – letters on the map are referred to in the titles of the sites below.
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A. Pacoima: Pacoima Beautiful and the Vaughn Family Center - Marlene Grossman
Pacoima is a neighborhood within the North East San Fernando Valley area of Los
Angeles County. Today, 100,000 residents call the community of Pacoima home, with 85% of
those residents being Latino and 8% African American. Among statistics that report
overcrowding and need for governmental assistance, 16.86% of families in Pacoima live below
the Federal Poverty Level. The community is also surrounded on three sides by major freeways
and hosts industrial facilities alongside residential homes which has created toxic conditions
accounting for a 20% level of asthma among citizens. 13 These demographic statistics give partial
evidence to Pacoima’s struggles with Environmental Justice concerns.
One of the key organizations within Pacoima that has worked to address these concerns is
the organization, Pacoima Beautiful. Their mission involves creating and promoting a healthy,
sustainable, safe and prosperous community. They work to achieve this goal through programs
and projects that focus on community driven revitalization of community space and civic
engagement.14 TreePeople currently works in the region of the North East San Fernando Valley
engaging with Pacoima Beautiful and other similar organizations. According to TreePeople’s iTree Data Results collected in 2011, which can be found in Appendix C, Pacoima has only a
10-15% tree canopy coverage. This is significantly below the 25% average recommended by
American Forests for southwestern urban areas.15 This data, along with the success that Pacoima
Beautiful has already created in engaging with Pacoima residents, has contributed to the
13

“Pacoima Wash.” Pacoima Beautiful, Accessed April 2013. http://www.pacoimabeautiful.org/communityplanning/pacoima-wash/
14

“Mission and Vision.” Pacoima Beautiful, Accessed April 2013. http://www.pacoimabeautiful.org/about-us/
mission-and-vision/.
15

“Benefits of Trees and Urban Forests: A Research List.” Alliance for Community Trees, August 2010. http://
www.actrees.org/files/Research/benefits_of_trees.pdf.
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identification of this area as a bright spot for TreePeople’s efforts. TreePeople has a long and
valued partnership with Pacoima Beautiful that dates back before bright spots and canopy
coverage, that started with Pacoima Beautiful founder Marlene Grossman and engagement with
the Fruit Tree Program.
In 1993, Marlene and a small group of women noticed the general fear and disconnect in
Los Angeles after the 1992 riots. They wanted to find a way to heal and move forward from that
experience by making an impact to renew the communities that had suffered the most. Having all
served as elementary school teachers in their lives, these women came together and found the
Vaughn Street Elementary School in Pacoima. This school stood out as having the greatest
achievements with the most innovative programs, and specifically involved the parents at their
Vaughn Family Center.16
At the time, Marlene was serving on the board of directors for TreePeople, and had the
idea to use TreePeople’s programing to teach people how to impact their community by planting
trees. However, in meetings at the Vaughn Family Center about organizing a tree planting, a
parent came forward and told Marlene she would not be involved in organizing a tree planting.
The parent told her that they lived on a street with gang violence and prostitution, and to plant a
tree on their street would make “absolutely no sense.” Marlene was shocked that the community
had no voice with the local police to address these criminal issues, and it was from this
conversation that she realized that she would first need to gain the community’s trust before she
could make a difference. She contacted the local police, and after some convincing, got them to
come out and deal with the house on the woman’s street that was the center of all the issues.

Grossman, Marlene. Interview by author. Phone call. March 30, 2013.
All information following in this section was obtained through the above interview.
16
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Once she had been able to do this, people wanted to know what else she could do, and so they
decided to first start with addressing basic problems by focusing on clean ups to get trash off the
streets. To do this, Marlene decided to use the Fruit Tree Program as a means to motivate people
to participate.
The Vaughn Family Center and TreePeople, coordinated community trash clean ups, and
in exchange for participation, community members would receive a fruit tree. This model was a
success, and in their most effective distribution year, they had 11 clean up sites in one day, and
were able to give out trees to all of the people who came. As Marlene recalls:
I will never forget, for ever and ever, the feeling of having 11 cleanups in one day. And
having the thing go off without a hitch, and to have that number of people that was that
participated...people were just streaming to come get their fruit trees, and it was just
something, I don’t know if Pacoima has ever [since] had something like that. Certainly
not before.
From that day, Marlene saw a spark in the community that then grew into an ability to take
charge and make positive change.
Prior to the first clean up and distributions, the women who had originally started the
efforts with Marlene, had all, for various personal reasons, stepped away. Marlene was left on
her own and revealed that she at times felt that no one cared and that perhaps she also should
just leave. However, she described that it was the Fruit Tree Program that renewed her hope:
TreePeople allowed me to begin something in my life. At the time that I started, when I
was completely on my own, which was around 1995, and we would start to do the
planning for the street trees. Sometimes I would drive out to meet the people....I would
get to the meeting and there was no one there. One day traffic was especially horrible,
and it took me an hour and a half to get there, and no one showed up. There was a woman
there, who was working at the Vaughn Family Center, and I waited and waited and no one
came, and she said, “Don't be disappointed. You’re involved in a process, people will pay
attention, because what you're trying to do is help them, and they will figure it out.” And
it was that profound moment when we handed out the first fruit trees, where I looked at
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the people and saw that they were really appreciative of what they were getting. And I
said, “okay, I can do something here, I can do something to help them.”
Had Marlene left, she would have never been inspired to move forward and create Pacoima
Beautiful. She gives credit to TreePeople and the Fruit Tree Program for providing the base upon
which Pacoima Beautiful has grown and proceeded to further revive the community of Pacoima.
Since the first distribution in 1995, they have held 15 consecutive distributions and continue to
work with TreePeople and the Fruit Tree Program to this day.
B. Inglewood: Social Justice Learning Institute - Derek Steele
Inglewood is a community within the South Los Angeles region of Los Angeles County.
More than 112,482 people reside in the city of Inglewood with 46.4% of those residents being
African American while 46% are Latino. Additionally, 21.0% of residents have reported
household incomes below the Federal Poverty Level.17 Among the various issues that an
economically disadvantaged community such as Inglewood faces, a prominent issue that has
been identified by Inglewood residents, is the issue of food access. Research suggests that an
individuals environment shapes the lifestyle choices they make, and in many communities,
especially communities of color, there is often a lack of fresh and affordable healthy food
options. This often results in unhealthy lifestyle choices that lead to higher risks of health
problems such as heart disease, diabetes, and obesity.18 Rates of obesity and related health issues
in the United States have been shown to be most prominent among African Americans (49.5%)

“Inglewood.” Mapping L.A. Accessed April 18, 2013. http://projects.latimes.com/mapping-la/neighborhoods/
neighborhood/inglewood/.
17

18

“Obesity and Overweight for Professionals: Adult: Causes - DNPAO - CDC.” Accessed April 18, 2013. http://
www.cdc.gov/obesity/adult/causes/index.html.
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and hispanics (39.1%).19 Given that Inglewood’s residents are primarily of these two groups, the
issue of health and food access are of great importance.
Social Justice Learning Institute is a non-profit organization that is working to address
these issues in the city of Inglewood. As an organization, Social Justice Learning Institute exists
to improve the health, education, and well being of youth and communities of color. They
achieve this through empowering their constituents to enact social change through research,
training, and community mobilization. Social Justice Learning Institute currently works in the
realm of academic justice, with their Black Male Youth Academy and the realm of food justice,
with their 100 Seeds of Change initiative. It was with the conception of the 100 Seeds of Change
initiative that TreePeople and the Fruit Tree Program first started working with Social Justice
Learning Institute. 20
The 100 Seeds of Change initiative is a program to start 100 community, school, and
home gardens in the city of Inglewood. It also encompasses various other programs run by Social
Justice Learning Institute that are working to address larger food system issues and their impact
on the City of Inglewood. This initiative was started by community member Nicole Carter who,
in August 2010, brought her idea to the city councilperson of Inglewood. A working group was
created that brought together organizations, like Social Justice Learning Institute and TreePeople,
who then all collaborated on ways to make the initiative a reality. It was through this working
group that Social Justice Learning Institute adopted 100 Seeds of Change and started
coordinating with TreePeople on their first Fruit Tree Program distribution for January 2011.

19

“Adult Obesity Facts.” Accessed April 18, 2013.http://www.cdc.gov/obesity/data/adult.html#Groups.

Steele, Derek. Interview by author. Digital recording. March 13, 2013.
All information following in this section was obtained through the above interview.
20
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This first event kicked off 100 Seeds of Change and distributed 600 trees to Inglewood and
surrounding South Los Angeles residents. Since initiating this program and partnership, Social
Justice Learning Institute and TreePeople have been able to distribute 3,460 fruit trees over the
past three seasons, to families through the Fruit Tree Program.
A factor that has made the distribution events so successful and a model that TreePeople
has now adopted, is the nature of collaboration between Social Justice Learning Institute and
TreePeople. From the very beginning, TreePeople and Social Justice Learning Institute both
spoke very candidly about what issues their community was facing, and TreePeople gave Social
Justice Learning Institute the opportunity to lead the discussion and become partners in the work.
By working together to fulfill their own separate goals, each organization can stay on track with
how to achieve their greatest effect while supporting the other. Each is an expert in their own
strategy, and together by acknowledging their open collaboration, they can both work to achieve
the most effective success. This type of partnership is important for TreePeople as an
organization working across various communities in Los Angeles, because every area will be
different, so it is important to establish strong partnerships to understand what will make the
greatest impact for a particular area. The example of the partnership with Social Justice Learning
Institute shows how an organization that’s not in the community can come work with someone
who is already on the ground to ensure that programs are implemented in a way that becomes as
effective as possible for the people being served.
As previously described, the Fruit Tree Program operates under the model of fruit tree
festivals as their main means of distributing trees. This idea came from the original 2011
distribution festival with Social Justice Learning Institute. For Social Justice Learning Institute,
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they knew they needed to act strategically to engage with the topic of food justice. Because
people are receptive to receiving a free tree, the fruit trees act as an incentive to bring the people
to the event. Once there, Social Justice Learning Institute is able to offer up all the ways that
individuals can continue the discussion and take the next step to get involved with making
changes in their lives and community. As Civic Engagement Programs Director of Social Justice
Learning Institute, Derek Steele pointed out in our interview:
Its all about empowering our community members around this idea of food. If we can
change the food landscape by getting people involved in growing it, that’s the beginning
point. Thats getting everybody to the table because we all gotta eat. Once we get
everybody to the table, we can begin having conversations about other things that need to
happen in our community as far as community government is concerned.
So far, Social Justice Learning Institute has been successful in this engagement. Since starting
the initiative and working with the Fruit Tree Program, Social Justice Learning Institute has not
slowed down with their efforts. They have continued to follow up with recipients to encourage
them to attend monthly classes, sign up to be a part of their community food sharing network and
CSA, as well as participate in their 10 homes, 10 seeds monthly program to establish 10 new
home gardens per month. With their 3rd Saturday monthly classes alone, which offer cooking,
gardening, nutrition, and tree planting and care instruction, they have an average of 25 people in
attendance each month.
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Photo by author, March 2013 - A cooking workshop at Social Justice Learning Institute’s 3rd Saturday Class.

However, there is also an important aspect of this engagement that goes beyond the
incentives and tangible benefits that are felt for Inglewood residents. Derek captured this
perfectly:
There is tremendous value in the idea of growing your own food. Think about it, you go
to the home depot and get a fruit tree for $7-$10 bucks. You don't have to come to the
event to get the tree right? but people stand in line for an hour or so, to wait, to get the
tree and to be a part of the process. Right? Thats a huge impact that you’re making in the
community. Because they take that tree or those trees home, and they grow that fruit, and
they share that fruit, and it reopens some of the doors that have been closed in our
community for what ever reason you can blame it on, gang violence, you can blame it on
guns in the street, you can blame it on drugs. You can blame it on whatever you want to,
but we closed ourselves off to our community members, and to our neighbors. But it
reopens those doors when you have something going on...

Photograph by David Cassell, Jan. 2013 - People stand in a line around the block to pick up their fruit tree at the
Inglewood Fruit Tree Festival.
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For Inglewood, the trees are still young and the benefits of those trees in regards to fruit
production have yet to be felt. However, even in the early stages of receiving the trees, the
outcomes Derek described were reflected in my interviews with the small sampling of fruit tree
recipients I was able to speak with at one of Social Justice Learning Institute’s 3rd Saturday
classes.
a. Mary21 - Inglewood
Mary heard about the Fruit Tree Program through Social Justice Learning Institute. She
had signed up to receive the community CSA through Social Justice Learning Institute which put
her on an emailing list that sends out announcements about upcoming events. She was interested
in receiving a tree because of the idea of being able to eat produce from your own backyard. She
commented that is nice to know your food isn’t being sprayed with chemicals or traveling
thousands of miles on trucks, and that she appreciates the convenience of having the fruit fresh
available without needing to go to the store. She also mentioned to me, the change the fruit trees
have brought about between her and her neighbors. “The next door neighbor and the back
neighbor, you know we all have our fruit trees now... we go look at them and talk about them and
it’s definitely given us a little fruit tree group.” When I asked if she and her neighbors had been
close before receiving the trees, she had told me that they had interacted as neighbors before, but
not in the same way. Mary replied:
It’s definitely better, you know, seeing each other outside, and saying come on over and
look at the trees! Its really good [the fruit trees], and its given us a new appreciation when
we walk the dogs in seeing how many yards have trees, and saying oh look thats a guava
tree, you never notice those things before, and now we’ve all become very interested in
fruit trees and now we can notice what’s growing in our neighborhood and know what
kind of different trees there are.
21

A pseudonym has been used to protect identity.
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From my conversation with Mary, her excitement about fruit trees was very evident. Although
her trees had only bore fruit for one season, her new discussion and interest in the trees is a
positive reflection of the fruit tree’s ability to engage people not only in the discussion of food
justice and tree benefits, but also in establishing a common thread that she and her neighbors
could come together over. 22
b. Jennifer 23 - Inglewood
I also spoke with Jennifer who had received a fruit tree in the previous month and had
planted on the grounds of the pre-school she works at. Jennifer heard about the program from her
involvement in the Social Justice Learning Institute project helping to build a community garden
site at Queen Park in Inglewood. Since participating in this event, she had been placed on an
emailing list where she heard about the distribution. Jennifer told me she was interested in
receiving a fruit tree because of her childhood home:
Oh I love fruit. I grew up with fruit trees in my back yard, like literally we probably had
12 trees when I was a kid, and right now where I live there isn’t any trees, and then in this
community there are so many apartments that I wanted the kids to be able to have a tree
to see how it grows.
Because of the limit of one tree per person, she commented that she would get a tree for
herself next year. She thought it would be best for the children at her school to experience
the fruit tree first, and be able to see the process of growth that they are so fascinated with
when there is discussion about trees in the classroom.24

22

Mary. Interview by author. Digital recording. March 16, 2013.

23 A pseudonym
24

has been used to protect identity.

Jennifer. Interview by author. Digital recording. March 16, 2013.
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C. Wilmington: Hawaiian Avenue Elementary - Susan Prichard
The City of Wilmington is located in the Harbor area of Los Angeles County. As of 2008,
54,512 people reside in the community of Wilmington; 86.6% of those residents are Latino.25
Hawaiian Avenue Elementary School sits within this community, primarily serving a 95.2%
Latino student body of 935 elementary level school children.26 For 14 years, from 1996-2010,
Hawaiian Avenue Elementary School received trees to distribute to their families through the
Fruit Tree Program. In 2010, when TreePeople narrowed the program to focus on bright spots,
Hawaiian Avenue Elementary School was no longer eligible to receive trees. However, important
outcomes have resulted in the longterm relationship that existed between dedicated parent
volunteer Susan Prichard and TreePeople’s Fruit Tree Program.
Susan Pritchard is the acting Community-Parent Volunteer Liaison for Hawaiian Avenue
Elementary School’s Parent Center. She first heard about the Fruit Tree Program in a newspaper
article and proceeded to contact TreePeople to apply to receive trees. In 1996, the school
distributed 40 fruit trees which increased to120 fruit trees in subsequent years. This totals to an
estimated 1,480 trees given to the families of Hawaiian Avenue Elementary over the 14 years
they participated. Susan shared with me some of the observations she has made about the
program in her experience of interacting with the families who have received trees.27
For Hawaiian Avenue Elementary School, in compliance with the old model of the Fruit
Tree Program, the distributions ran in a similar way each year. Susan would send out
25

“Wilmington.” Mapping L.A. Accessed April 25, 2013. http://projects.latimes.com/mapping-la/neighborhoods/
neighborhood/wilmington/.
26

“Hawaiian Avenue Elementary.” California Schools Guide. Accessed April 25, 2013. http://projects.latimes.com/
schools/school/wilmington/hawaiian-avenue-elementary/.
27

Prichard, Susan. Interview by author. Digital Recording. March 14, 2013.
All information following in this section was obtained through the above interview.
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announcements to the parents to encourage them to sign up for a fruit tree. Then, on the day of
the distribution, families would line up at the parent center, collect their tree and care sheet, and
return home. Susan expressed that while receiving the trees was appreciated, there was little
discussion around the trees after the event. “Whenever they have any extra [fruit], they do bring
them in. I make pies with mine and then bring in the pies, but I can’t say that they talk about it
after they receive the trees.” Susan acted as a leading force for the event but there was less
excitement over the actual trees themselves from the community members that were receiving
them.
When I asked about the likely survival of the trees she offered her own trees as an
example, sharing with me that most have done well, although some years they don’t produce and
some of the trees have gotten sick, or have never produced at all. I heard similar replies from
other recipients I spoke with at the school. There were various stories that reflected a lack of
knowledge on how to care for the trees when they exhibited signs of distress. Susan noted that
they had tried to have a few fruit tree care workshops with TreePeople over the years, but they
never had good attendance.

Photograph by author, March 2013 - Susan Prichard and one of her Fruit Tree Program Trees.
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Although there weren’t any great stories about the actual trees, one impact did reveal

itself in the large binders of volunteer contact information that Susan pointed to on her shelf.
Well for us, it helped unite everybody, you know once everybody knows you are able to
give them things, they're more willing to comeback and help the school. So yeah, I think
that’s true, we've become a very close knit school. If you ask anybody around, we've got
one of the best schools on that level, and additionally our scores have gone up. I don't
know if that has anything to do with it, but our test scores are up. We're the best school of
Wilmington test wise. The fact that everybody feels like its a joint effort, that we'll all
work on it together...like i said, these are [pointing to the binder] all volunteers. If you get
everyone engaged and together, then everyone moves up and succeeds, and I think that’s
happened. I think the program really helped.
So, while the Fruit Tree Program did not serve TreePeople’s goals to their fullest extent, the
program did succeed in helping to bring the community of parents together in ways that were
reflected beyond the discussion of fruit tree benefits. While my other conversations with
recipients from Hawaiian Avenue Elementary School did not necessarily directly support this
insight, they did offer some interesting stories of the small ways their fruit trees have played a
role in their lives.
a. Vanessa - Wilmington
Vanessa is a Teaching Assistant in one of the classrooms at Hawaiian Avenue Elementary
School. She has received two fruit trees through the Fruit Tree Program, one 4 years ago and one
three years ago. She had never heard of TreePeople before receiving the trees and she noted that
her motivation to sign up was simply because of the opportunity. Vanessa expressed that it was
her first time ever planting a tree, but the instructions were “self-explanatory” and she hasn’t had
any problems with her trees. She told me that though they have only bore a small amount of fruit
thus far, it has been a nice treat for her family.
I like it that the kids, because I have kids, a 6 and a twelve year old, that they know where
the fruits are coming from. Before, I mean we had trees, but not any kind of fruits or
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anything. So now that we have a fruit tree, now they’re always looking at it and seeing if
fruits are coming out and if its sprouting and stuff. So now they are more aware, yeah.
Vanessa also mentioned that the fruit they have gotten has been sweet and delicious. She said
that she bought a lemon tree from Sams [market] which produces much more fruit, but the
lemons have always been dry and flavorless. It is unclear if it is the care of the tree or the variety
that may cause this, however Vanessa was very appreciative of the quality of her Fruit Tree
Program tree.28
b. Cathy & Lissette29 - Wilmington
I also spoke with Cathy and Lissette, two teachers from the school that had each received
trees through the program. Both had gotten a tree from the 2010 distribution, and Cathy had also
received a tree in 2008. When I asked why they had signed up to receive a fruit tree, both women
commented about their childhood homes having fruit trees. Cathy told me:
Having lived in Claremont, we had groves and groves of orange trees, and we also had
peach trees in our backyard, we had peach trees, nectarine trees, and I always loved
having fruit, and as a kid it was so much fun to scramble around. So, I wanted to kinda
replicate some of that...
Lissette also mentioned, “I used to have them [fruit trees] a lot when I was little, back home. So
it [receiving a fruit tree] was just kinda like something neat... back home, we have mango trees,
papaya, you know and avocados so its kinda of cool to be like, ‘okay yeah, I want a tree again.’
you know?” These memories of childhood fruit trees appeared as a common theme in multiple
interviews with recipients. Receiving a fruit tree appeared to serve as a desire to connect to those
pleasant memories, which speaks to one reason that people are so receptive to the idea of
receiving fruit trees.
28

Vanessa. Interview by author. Digital recording. March 14, 2013.
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A pseudonym has been used to protect identity.
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Additionally, both Cindy and Lissette expressed how receiving a fruit tree through the

Fruit Tree Program has meant more to them than simply getting a fruit tree. Cindy shared, “...but
also getting it [the fruit tree] from a nice thread of history, with Susan, our school, the agent the
TreePeople, kind of full circle, you want to take care of it a little more to make sure that that
keeps going, and its been lovely!” Lissette agreed with this and added:
Yeah I think it kinda makes a difference, you know its like when you go to a dog pound
and rescue a dog, you know you’re not just getting something, you’re getting something
that somebody else has given to you, so you can take care of it, so it does make a
difference...
It was clear in talking with Cathy, Lissette, and Vanessa, that the sentiments from their thoughts
about the program, were generally shared among other recipients at Hawaiian Avenue
Elementary School. I also had the opportunity to speak informally with a few parents who had
received trees, and while their responses were less descriptive, they did reflect the themes that
appeared in my interviews with the three women. Among everyone I spoke with about the
program, on the most basic level, there seemed to be fond associations with receiving their fruit
tree.30

30

Cathy and Lissette. Interview by author. Digital recording. March 14, 2013.
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Chapter 4: Evaluating Impacts
In evaluating the Fruit Tree Program in its historic and present design, three main benefits
stood out as having the greatest impact on the communities the program serves. These impacts
both indirectly and directly have left a lasting effect on the Los Angles region. Indirectly, as a
tree planted in an urban setting, fruit trees distributed through the program help spread the
benefits of trees, as well as provide a gateway into a community for further tree plantings and
outreach. Additionally, as a source of fresh fruit, receiving a fruit tree can help families begin the
discussion of food access and food justice concerns. However it is the direct impact of the
community development that the program has helped to facilitate, which has left the most visible
benefits in the communities the Fruit Tree Program has reached.
Indirect Impacts: Benefits of trees
Trees provide a broad range of environmental, aesthetic, economic, and psychological
benefits in an urban environment. Among the many benefits trees offer, they have been proven to
improve air quality, influence local climate and energy use, improve water flow and quality,
reduce noise pollution, increase property value, reduce human stress levels, and promote social
and community well-being.31 Considering that close to 80% of the population of the
conterminous United States lives in an urban area, organizations such as TreePeople, have found
trees and urban forestry programs, to be a crucial tool in addressing urban environmental
issues.32 When assessing the strength of an urban forest, organizations have begun to look at
urban tree canopy coverage. Urban tree canopy coverage refers to the “proportion of land area
31

Nowak, David J., Susan M. Stein, Paula B. Randler, Eric J. Greenfield, Sara J. Comas, Mary A. Carr, and Ralph J.
Alig. Sustaining America’s Urban Trees and Forests. General Technical Report NRS-62. Forests on the Edge, June
2010. http://www.fs.fed.us/openspace/fote/reports/nrs-62_sustaining_americas_urban.pdf.
32

Nowak et al., Sustaining America’s Urban Trees and Forests.
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within geographic areas such as municipalities that is underneath or covered by the crowns of
trees” (34).33 Tree canopy coverage is important because it can serve as an indicator of the
extent to which trees are providing the above services to urban residents.34
As an organization, TreePeople has the goal of having a 25% average urban tree canopy
coverage throughout the greater Los Angeles region.35 Using this as a baseline goal, TreePeople
is able to focus their efforts and programing on the areas of Los Angeles with inequitable
coverage. The bright spots that the TreePeople Forestry Department works within are all areas
with coverage between 5%-10%. 36 While fruit trees generally don’t have very large canopies
and are usually planted for their fruit rather than shade and canopy, they still contribute to the
overall aforementioned benefits that trees can have. Additionally, as will be further described, the
Fruit Tree Program can be used to introduce additional programs that TreePeople offers, that
have a greater focus on shade trees and canopy. The Fruit Tree Program is just one integral part
of creating a healthy and sustainable urban forest.
Indirect Impacts: Addressing Food Deserts
The topics of ‘food security’ and urban ‘food deserts’, referring to the disparity of access
to fresh and healthy foods in economically disadvantaged communities of color, have become a
national concern. A study conducted from 2004-2006 in South and Central Los Angeles found
that of 1,023 ‘food retail outlets’ mapped in the sample three neighborhoods, 30% were fastfood restaurants, 22% were convenience/liquor/corner stores, and less than 2% of the total were
Heynen, Nikolas C., and Greg Lindsey. “Correlates of Urban Forest Canopy Cover Implications for Local Public
Works.” Public Works Management & Policy 8, no. 1 (July 1, 2003): 33–47. doi:10.1177/1087724X03008001004.
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“Benefits of Trees and Urban Forests: A Research List.”
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Prejean, Julie. Interview by Author. Digital Recording. March 22, 2013.
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supermarkets. The survey concluded that the convenience/liquor/corner stores offered fewer
healthful food options and sold the selected healthful foods at higher prices than in the
supermarkets.37 Since personal food choices are made based on environmental factors such as
food access, availability, and affordability, a limitation of these factors can result in unhealthful
eating habits and a greater risk for the longterm health issues that are linked to unhealthful food
consumption.38 Efforts to combat these issues include both addressing the need for affordable
healthy food access by localizing healthy food production, and educating and empowering the
communities effected by said issues to make informed health choices.
While the topic of food deserts and community health in Los Angeles is an important and
pressing issue to be addressed, there are certain issues that can arise with becoming involved in
food justice discourse. Scholars such as Julie Guthman warn that alternative food movements
and initiatives meant to educate, increase access, and lower the costs of healthy food have the
potential to be perceived by the communities they engage with as “white desire to enroll black
people in a particular set of food practices.”39 There are deeper cultural issues associated with the
food justice movement. It is for reasons such as this, that food justice is a complex issue beyond
the scope of TreePeople’s current mission and goals which are focused on other specific types of
environmental sustainability. Therefore, the Fruit Tree Program should not directly claim to be
fixing the issues behind food justice and health. However, it can and does have the opportunity to
37

Vallianatos, Mark, Andrea Misako Azuma, Susan Gilliland, and Robert Gottlieb. “Food Access, Availability, and
Affordability in 3 Los Angeles Communities, Project CAFE, 2004-2006.” Preventing Chronic Disease 7, no. 2
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bring or assist in bringing the discussion into the areas that are affected by food access and food
justice problems.
This can be seen with Social Justice Learning Institute, where the Fruit Tree Program is a
main and dependent feature of their 100 Seeds of Change initiative and larger community health
goals for Inglewood. Because fruit trees offer a source of fresh fruit and a great way to bring
fresh food production into peoples homes, Social Justice Learning Institute uses the Fruit Tree
Program as an incentive to bring people out into the community to get a tree and take their first
step in localizing fresh food sources for their own families. Once community members come to
the festival to get their tree, they can then be introduced to the many other programs and services
surrounding food justice in Inglewood and hopefully continue to get involved and take more
steps in changing their community. In speaking with Derek Steele, he mentioned that TreePeople
has been a great partner in their 100 Seeds of Change initiative. He noted specifically that since
there is no sense of overstepping boundaries, that TreePeople and the Fruit Tree Program have
been an excellent support that has assisted in Social Justice Learning Institute’s and TreePeople’s
larger and separate objectives. So, as demonstrated, while addressing food justice is dependent
on the partnering organizations goals, the Fruit Tree Program can be utilized as an excellent tool
for food justice measures.
Facilitating Community Development
In order for the aforementioned benefits to take hold and have their desired effect on a
community, there must be a strong foundation of community support and engagement from the
members of those communities. This can be achieved through community development which
Laura Lawson, in her book City Bountiful, defines as the social, economic and physical activities
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that empower and improve various aspects of a community.40 The Fruit Tree Program is an
excellent example of how a program can facilitate discussion and activism within a community
through establishing a base upon which community development can flourish and have lasting
effects.
TreePeople, has already made visible accomplishments in community development
through their many programs. However the Fruit Tree Program is unique in that it serves as a
first-touch into communities that may not already be familiar with TreePeople and its mission.
Working with community partners who are already on the ground and engaged with the
community, the Fruit Tree Program can be used as an “entree” to the programs TreePeople has to
offer. The community partner’s knowledge of the community and how it functions, works
perfectly with the Fruit Tree Program which has always, and continues to, rely on the community
partner’s organizing role in the distributions.
The Fruit Tree Program is effective as a tool in primary engagement because of the
product it offers. Receiving a fruit tree has more tangible benefits for individuals than a shade
tree. A fruit tree will produce shade, aesthetic appeal, as well as fruit that can be consumed and
shared. Individuals are more receptive to impacts that can be directly seen and felt on an
individual level, rather than for example, a shade tree that has larger communal and
environmental benefits but less direct effects.
One example of the success of its effectiveness in primary engagement can be found in
the story of Marlene Grossman in post-riot Los Angeles, and the beginnings of what went on to
become Pacoima Beautiful. In an area that was dealing with gang violence and general
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Lawson, Laura J. City Bountiful: a Century of Community Gardening in America. Berkeley: University of
California Press, 2005.
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disconnect after the Rodney King riots, the fruit tree distributions got community members to
come out and into their community to clean up, and in return receive a tree. As Marlene shared in
our interview:
The result was that people started to get involved, and because we gave them something
like that, they really appreciated the effort being put into the community... I think that the
impact of that particular program was profound because people could take something
back away with them when they were finished with what they were doing.
It was also because of the success of the Fruit Tree Program in Pacoima that Marlene decided to
continue to work in the community and go on to start Pacoima Beautiful which has supported
community development and revitalization in Pacoima for over 15 years.
The impacts of the Fruit Tree Program can also be seen in Inglewood with Social Justice
Learning Institute and their 100 Seeds of Change initiative. As previously mentioned, the Fruit
Tree Program serves as a main feature of 100 Seeds of Change in both reaching out to a larger
audience and as a starting point to the larger discussion of creating a healthy and sustainable
Inglewood. Derek Steele mentioned that for the upcoming month of April, all of the community
members who had signed up for their 10 Homes 10 Seeds monthly program had also received a
fruit tree recently. This is evidence that coordinated efforts with the Fruit Tree Program have
motivated community members to take a step further in engaging with their community.
Furthermore, since working with TreePeople and beginning their engagement with their 100
Seeds of Change initiative, Social Justice Learning Institute holds monthly ‘3rd Saturday’
classes. TreePeople attends each month to offer the tree care and pruning workshop and answer
any questions people may have about their trees. This gives TreePeople the opportunity to have a
greater role and presence in the community as well as the opportunity to follow up with members
on their fruit trees and track their progress. Follow up was a main gap in the previous design of
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the program, so the 3rd Saturday classes are an excellent model for how TreePeople can utilize
existing community initiatives as a space to serve both the community partner’s, as well as their
own organizational goals. Additionally, with having basic tree care and pruning classes
consistently available, TreePeople can continue to get people excited and passionate to engage in
some of their other programs beyond the Fruit Tree Program, which all ultimately contribute to
achieving the greater goal of a sustainable future for Los Angeles.
Even in the communities outside of the targeted bright spots, which no longer receive
trees, the Fruit Tree Program has left a lasting effect on their community development. With the
leadership of Susan Prichard, Hawaiian Avenue Elementary School received trees through the
Fruit Tree Program for 14 years from 1996-2010. Although few people from that community had
heard of TreePeople before or since their interaction with the Fruit Tree Program, the program
provided for Hawaiian Avenue what the Fruit Tree Program provides for TreePeople today. It
established a trust and positive relationship between Susan acting as the ‘Community Parent
Volunteer Liaison,’ and the parents who have been inspired to take a more active role in their
children’s school and entire community development. As previously noted, in our interview,
Susan shared with me:
Well for us, it helped unite everybody, you know once everybody knows you are able to
give them things, they're more willing to comeback and help the school. So yeah, I think
thats true, we've become a very close knit school...If you get everyone engaged and
together, then everyone moves up and succeeds, and I think that’s happened. I think the
program really helped.
As a result of this development, the entire school has benefited, as well as the larger community
which not only experiences the benefits the fruit trees have brought, but also shares in the
empowerment that can be felt within when communities come together and achieve goals.
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Conclusions and Recommendations
This research demonstrates that many positive outcomes have arisen from the Fruit Tree
Program. Although the program strategy was less developed from 1984-2010, the program has
successfully distributed over one hundred thousand fruit trees to the communities of Los Angeles
county, contributing to the overall environmental health and sustainability of the region. Since
2010, the Fruit Tree Program has helped in guiding the discussion of food access and food justice
in Inglewood, and with this model will assist similar communities with these goals in the future.
However, the most empowering impact this research has uncovered, is the across-the-board
effect the program has had in strengthening community relations and encouraging community
development; seen in both obvious and subtle ways.
While the purpose of this report for TreePeople, was to highlight The Fruit Tree
Program’s successes in order to further validate the work they do, it is also important to evaluate
what aspects can be improved. The Fruit Tree Program in its redesigned form is far more
successful than in previous years. Overall, it has taken a far more integrated and strategic
approach which has made it so successful. However, since it has only been three seasons since
the current model was adopted, it is hard to see what long term successes or short comings the
program may have in its current form. In looking to the future, there are some small ways in
which the program could potentially progress and evolve to have stronger and lasting effects.
One critical addition that the program requires is a concise method of tracking and
follow-up with fruit tree recipients. This can be done by researching and utilizing new
technology for data entry. Certain groups, such as Social Justice Learning Institute, have the
technology and resources that make data entry and collection smooth and streamlined. However
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not all groups and communities that TreePeople works with have this capability. So, it would be
to TreePeople's benefit to figure out a strategy that integrates technology with data collection in
all of their distributions. This would provide cleaner and clear information for tracking and
follow-up with community members.
Additionally, in order to keep recipients engaged in the discussion around their fruit trees
and feel a part of a larger community of recipients, it would be beneficial to integrate the Fruit
Tree Program follow-up with web apps and social media. TreePeople already has plans to launch
a Los Angeles area web-based Tree Map which will allow communities to map and add pictures
of their trees and landscaping projects that are in conjunction with TreePeople programs. This
map will allow users to view other efforts being made around the region and see how they
contribute to the over-all environmental changes being made. Users will also be able to transfer
their contributions to social media sites to share their accomplishments with the community.41
Because of the nature of fruit trees and the additional benefit of the fruit they produce, I suggest
that a complimentary version within the larger Tree Map be created specifically for mapping and
discussing fruit trees. This would allow recipients to have a visual of the other fruit tree
recipients in their community, and across Los Angeles. From this they will be able to learn from
and discuss how others are caring for their trees and using their fruit. I believe this would provide
additional community support and engagement to ensure recipients remain active and excited in
caring for their trees.
These suggestions are a few ways in which the Fruit Tree Program could progress and
develop. For the program’s overall sustainability, it is important that suggestions like these be
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taken into consideration. However, it is also important that the successful methods used in
certain communities, such as Inglewood, continue to be spread to the other communities that the
Fruit Tree Program works with. From my research, I am confident that the program will continue
to progress in this direction and continue to achieve its goals in supporting positive impacts in
the communities of the Los Angeles region.
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Appendix A
Interview Questions
a. Questions for past coordinators and TreePeople staff members:
1. How did you get involved working with TreePeople and specifically the Fruit Tree Program?
2. For how many years did you run the program?
3. What was the goal of the program at the time you were running it?
4. What kind of support was offered in maintenance of the trees once they had been distributed?
5. What kinds of organizations or communities applied for trees?
6. What were your strongest community ties?
7. Was there any type of follow up with the communities after the trees had been distributed?
8. What constituted a good fruit tree distribution season?
9. In what ways was/is your success measured?
10. In your opinion, what were some things that could have functioned better?
11. Do you believe the program was making a valuable impact on the people and communities
that were receiving them?
b. Questions for community leaders:
1. How did you get involved working with TreePeople and specifically the Fruit Tree Program?
2. How many years did you/have you received trees through the program?
3. How do you think this program has made an impact in your community members lives?
4. Do people have any community discussion around their trees or fruit from them?
5. How was the process in applying for the trees?
6. How was the actual distribution?
7. Did you feel that TreePeople gave you adequate support with the process?
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8. In your opinion, what were some things that could have functioned better?
9. What types of changes, if any, have you noticed in your community since receiving trees?
10. Do you know if any trees have survived or are producing fruit?
c. Questions for fruit tree recipients:
1. When did you receive your tree?
2. How did you hear about the Fruit Tree Program?
3. Had you heard of TreePeople before?
4. Why did you want to receive a fruit tree?
5. Did your tree survive/produce fruit?
6. How much fruit does your tree(s) produce? Is it enough for your needs?
7. Have you had any problems with the tree?
8. Did you feel like you were given enough support and instruction in planting and caring for
the tree?
9. In your opinion, what were some things that could have functioned better with the process?
10. In your opinion, has the tree played a role in your life and community? If so, in what ways
has it done this?
11. Have you had any further contact with TreePeople and its programs since receiving the tree?
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Appendix B
Survey of Past Fruit Tree Sites

http://maps.google.com/ – letters on the map are referred to in the titles of the sites below.

The above map indicates five sites where fruit trees were planted through the Fruit Tree
Program from 1994-1998. In February, 2013, past coordinator Christyne Imhoff and I, visited
these sites to check on the health and status of any living trees. The following is what we found:
A. San Fernando Gardens Housing Authority, Pacoima, CA.
In 1998, fruit trees were planted at the San Fernando Gardens Housing Authority in
Pacoima CA. The fruit trees we found at this site appeared to be healthy and likely produce fruit.
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Photograph by author, Feb. 2013- Fruit trees at San Fernando Gardens Housing Authority, Pacoima, CA.

B. Tierra Del Sol, Sunland, CA.
In 1996, fruit trees were planted on the 7 acre campus of non-profit organization Tierra
Del Sol. All the trees we found were very healthy, and from speaking with staff members at the
site, we learned that the trees produce a lot of fruit which is shared amongst their staff and
members.

Photograph by author, Feb. 2013- Fruit trees at Tierra Del Sol, Sunland, CA.
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C. Tierra de la Culebra Park, Highland Park, Los Angeles, CA.
In 1994, fruit trees were planted in the Tierra de la Culebra Park in the Los Angeles
neighborhood of Highland Park. We discovered that a handful of the trees had survived and were
healthy, however some, over the years had died.

Photograph by author, Feb. 2013- Tierra de la Culebra Park founder (top left), current supervisor (bottom right),
and community members, pose in front of fruit tree at the Tierra de la Culebra Park.

D. Spiraling Garden, Los Angeles, CA
In 1996, as a sister project to the Tierra de la Culebra Park, fruit trees were planted as part
of the design of the Spiraling Garden community park. Due to safety concerns, Photographs were
not taken; however, the trees at this park reflected the general neglect and disrepair of the park
itself. The trees were living but did not look healthy, and in speaking with one of the park’s
neighbors, we learned that the trees never had produced much fruit.
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E. Ramona Gardens Housing Project, Los Angeles, CA.
In 1996, fruit trees were planted at the Ramona Gardens Housing project. At this site,
there were no remaining fruit trees. Upon inquiring with a resident, we discovered that all the
trees had been taken out buy the housing project authority some years back.
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Appendix E: Related Documents and Publications

LA Times article
Saturday, February 28, 1998
San Fernando Gardens

Imhoff
Daily News article, Saturday, February 28, 1998, San Fernando Gardens
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2002 Fruit Tree Program Brochure
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2003 Fruit Tree Program Brochure (front)
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2003 Fruit Tree Program Brochure (back)
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2004 Fruit Tree Program Brochure (front)
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2004 Fruit Tree Program Brochure (back)
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2005 Fruit Tree Program Application (front)
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2005 Fruit Tree Program Application (back)
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2006 Fruit Tree Program Brochure (front)
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2006 Fruit Tree Program Brochure (back)
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2007 Fruit Tree Program Brochure (front)
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2007 Fruit Tree Program Brochure (back)
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2008 Fruit Tree Program Brochure (front)
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2008 Fruit Tree Program Brochure (back)
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